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The Web has two pervasive sources of activity that can be useful for recommendation systems. One is the traffic on the Web, reflected in individual user histories as well as proxy and origin server usage logs. The second is in hypertext link authoring. Both provide information that can often be treated as a value judgment. A user who clicks on a link, in effect, believes that there is some content of value at the destination. The significance of link creation is thus even stronger, as it reflects the judgment of the author (presumably) after viewing the target content and assessing it to be of sufficient value to spend the time to make the connection available to readers.

We have examined the relationship between the description of a page and its contents [4], and explored the value of link analysis for search engine result ranking and community discovery [8], as well as tested for nepotistic links that may influence such analysis [3].

Perhaps unlike most researchers in recommender systems, our interest is not only recommendation for human usage, but also recommendation for systems. Adaptive systems can then use those recommendations (from whatever source) to improve performance invisibly (unlike, for example Letizia [10] or WebWatcher [9] which alter the Web interface that is presented to the user). We are also concerned with appropriate evaluation of such systems.

While in the past we have examined techniques to build user models for user interfaces (such as the UNIX shell [7]), in recent years we have concentrated on issues related to modeling Web users for pre-loading of Web content to improve user-perceived performance [11]. We have proposed adaptive Web prefetching [1] which incorporates prediction from multiple sources, including:

- individual user histories,
- workgroup histories from proxy cache hints (a form of collaborative filtering),
- global user histories from origin server hints (again collaborative filtering),
- predictions from analysis of recently viewed content [6], and
- predictions from other available context, such as bookmarks, e-mail and usenet news.

Evaluation of Web pre-loading systems can be difficult. To that end, we have proposed [2] and implemented one approach to evaluate prefetching proxy caches simultaneously, and built and validated [5] a detailed network and caching simulator to estimate user latencies for testing and comparing alternate history-based prefetching approaches.
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